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AMERICAN STUDIES IN PRECARIOUS TIMES: REFLECTIONS
ON THE TEACHING-FELLOW EXPERIENCE
The following roundtable grew out of a set of presentations at the 
Historians of the Twentieth-Century United States (HOTCUS) conference
at University College Dublin. The session provided the opportunity for
those with experience of precarious employment as teaching fellows in
American studies at UK universities to reﬂect on that experience. In doing
so, the contributors used a combination of autobiographical and scholarly
reﬂection to discuss issues of precarity, discrimination, inequality, career devel-
opment and workload that provide a range of vital insights into the experi-
ences of those temporarily employed to teach American studies, a category
that is growing in number. As part of JAS’s commitment to publishing discus-
sions of both pedagogy and early-career professional development, we hope
that readers at all career stages will ﬁnd thought-provoking information and
ideas in the reﬂections that follow.
S I N É AD MOYN IHAN
AND
N I C K W I THAM
Editors, Journal of American Studies
RACE, PRECARITY AND AMERICAN STUDIES IN BRITAIN
When I ﬁrst thought about putting a panel together with other teaching
fellows and early-career Americanists at the annual HOTCUS conference in
June , I wasn’t sure whether there would be similarities in our experiences.
I knew that while I had enjoyed my time as a teaching fellow in American
studies at the University of Birmingham, there were aspects to the position
which I found troubling. However, as I began talking to Becca, Megan and
Tom, as well as other early-career researchers in a similar position, it became
clear that many aspects of these roles were endemic. These included, but
were not limited to, the ﬁnancial and professional precarity of ﬁxed-term, frac-
tional contracts; large teaching loads; and institutional marginality. Alongside
such concerns, there was another similarity our panel unfortunately shared – as a
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group, we reﬂected the overwhelming whiteness of the British academy and of
American studies in Britain.
The two teaching fellows and early-career academics from BME back-
grounds whom I invited to our roundtable were either unable to participate
or were unwilling to, given that they were still “too angry” about their experi-
ences in the position. These were researchers whom I knew either personally or
professionally through my small academic network, and I could certainly have
tried harder to seek out a more diverse body of contributors. As the panel
organizer, the racial homogeneity of our discussions was at least in part a per-
sonal failure. However, I do not wish to dwell on the limitations of our panel
here, nor do I intend to speak for the individual experiences of BME scholars.
Instead, I believe that the best use of my contribution to this roundtable is
through highlighting some of the striking racial inequalities which persist in
UK academia, and to demonstrate how these inequalities might have a particu-
lar impact for teaching fellows and early-career Americanists.
At all levels of lecturing, research and teaching, BME academics are under-
represented within the UK system. This is despite the fact that, at undergradu-
ate level, BME students now make up nearly a quarter of all ﬁrst-year students.
A variety of factors, including the overlap between universities, BME popula-
tions and urban environments, and the average age of BME groups being lower
than the national average, mean that the percentage of BME students entering
ﬁrst-year undergraduate courses across the country is signiﬁcantly higher than
the BME percentage of the total UK population. Yet at every stage in the uni-
versity system – taught undergraduate, taught postgraduate, research post-
graduate, early-career researcher, etc. – BME representation declines. The
drop-oﬀ is particularly sharp between research postgraduates (. percent)
and those installed within the academy as lecturers, teaching associates or
researchers (. percent).
The implications of this trend for early-career academics on teaching fellow-
ships or similar ﬁxed-term contracts are clear. Such positions are becoming
entrenched at the exact moment in an academic career trajectory when
BME researchers seem most at risk of leaving or being forced out of the
system. As a group, BME academics are “less likely to occupy professorial
 For more on these trends see “The Experiences of Black and Minority Ethnic Staﬀ in
Further and Higher Education”, University and College Union, Feb. , –; Richard
Adams, “British Universities Employ No Black Academics in Top Roles,” The Guardian,
 Jan. ; Jason Arday and Heidi Saﬁa-Mirza, eds., Dismantling Race in Higher
Education: Racism, Whiteness and Decolonising the Academy (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, ); Kalwant Bhopal, “When Will Universities Start Taking Race
Seriously”, The Guardian,  May , at www.theguardian.com/education//jan/
/british-universities-employ-no-black-academics-in-top-roles-ﬁgures-show.
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positions, are more likely to encounter issues of wage disparity … and are less
likely to beneﬁt from a permanent [or] open-ended contract of employment.”
This means that BME academics are more likely to have to pursue a career in
academia through an assortment of ﬁxed-term or fractional contracts, rather
than by way of a permanent academic post, as well as the professional and
ﬁnancial security such positions provide.
Certainly, ﬁnancial precarity plays a signiﬁcant role in shaping the experi-
ences and professional opportunities of many teaching fellows. It is now
routine for teaching fellowships to be advertised either as twelve-month
posts on a point-seven or point-eight contract, or as full-time ﬁxed-term posi-
tions of nine or ten months. Heavy teaching loads exacerbate the “publish-or-
perish” mentality of many institutions, meaning that staﬀ are often forced to
rely on external ﬁnancial support to carve out research time or to help plug the
gaps in a less than full-time wage. These ﬁnancial pressures can disproportion-
ately aﬀect BME academics due to racialized patterns of wage disparity within
academia and the broader impact of wealth inequality across lines of race and
ethnicity. Indeed, research from organizations such as the Trades Union
Congress suggests that professional qualiﬁcations increase the racial wage
gap, meaning that even as early-career academics from BME backgrounds
are paid less than their white counterparts, they are less able to take advantage
of ﬁnancial support from familial or collegiate networks.
A number of my fellow contributors have spoken to issues of institutional
marginality experienced through their roles as teaching fellows – factors which
exacerbate the broader marginalization of BME academics. As scholars such as
Kalwant Bhopal have noted, career progression for BME doctoral students
remains problematic, with both implicit and explicit forms of racial bias
increasing professional marginality. In a recent survey of BME doctoral stu-
dents, Jason Arday found a striking tension in participant responses. On the
one hand, many participants expressed a clear desire to pursue a career in
higher education. On the other, many pointed to signiﬁcant barriers to such
progression, including the “paucity of BME academics,” exclusion from the
type of “informal mentoring experiences” provided to white academics, and
“continuous micro-aggressions” from students and staﬀ. Such factors
 Claire Alexander and Jason Arday, Aiming High: Race, Inequality and Diversity in the
Academy (London: Runnymede Trust, ).
 Jason Arday, “Exploring Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) Doctoral Students’ Perceptions
of an Academic Career”, University and College Union, June , –.
 “BlackWorkers ‘Pay Gap in UK’Widens with Qualiﬁcations”, The Guardian,  Feb. ,
at www.theguardian.com/money//feb//pay-gap-black-white-uk-workers-widens-more-
qualiﬁcations.
 Kalwant Bhopal, The Experiences of BME Academics in Higher Education (London:
Leadership Foundation for Higher Education, ).  Arday, .
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diminish the chances of career advancement and increase the likelihood of
BME researchers leaving academia altogether.
In confronting the limitations of teaching fellowships as a speciﬁc model of
employment, we must recognize how these positions help to reinforce endur-
ing hierarchies of power and privilege within UK academia. As a teaching
fellow at the University of Birmingham, my experiences were rewarding, but
also exhausting, challenging and at times deeply isolating. At the same time,
these concerns were heavily mediated by my presentation as a white heterosex-
ual male. When I looked for support, I was usually able to ﬁnd advice from
academics who looked like me and who, to a large extent, shared my personal
and professional experiences. Ultimately, we cannot divorce the trend towards
academic casualization and professional precarity for early-career researchers –
something facilitated by the proliferation of teaching fellowships – from
entrenched racial and ethnic inequalities which continue to characterize UK
academia.
E . J AM E S WE S TNorthumbria University
PRECARITY, GENDER, AND AMERICAN HISTORY IN BRITAIN
In the lunch break before the Teaching Fellows roundtable at the HOTCUS
annual conference in June , I facilitated a meeting of the Women in
American Studies Network (WASN). In the midst of a hectic conference,
these two events were inextricably linked – and by more than simple time-
tabling. I found that my contributions to both highlighted many of the
same issues, indicating that matters aﬀecting teaching fellows manifest diﬀer-
ently, and some more acutely, for women.
At the ﬁrst WASN event at the British Association for American Studies
annual conference in April , women from various career stages led discus-
sions about issues in American studies, and in academia more generally. These
issues included sexism and bias (conscious and unconscious) in hiring and pro-
motions, visibility and mentoring, workload and the idea of “gendered”
responsibilities (i.e. pastoral roles), and student perceptions and feedback.
Though I had been approached to participate as a PhD student, by the time
the event occurred I had passed my viva, had worked as a research assistant,
and was teaching across three diﬀerent institutions. As the most junior
member of the panel, I tried to think about how I could bridge the gap
between my experiences and still oﬀer some meaningful contribution to the
debate. The immediate parallel, I quickly noted, was that none of these
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positions had ever required me to work alongside or for another woman. Issues
of visibility therefore became paramount in my contribution.
While WASN is focused on all aspects of American studies, I believe there
to be an especially concerning scarcity of women in American history, at least
in the UK. I studied for my undergraduate and master’s degrees in two depart-
ments dedicated speciﬁcally to American studies. The gender balance was fairly
even, but I began to wonder if this was due to the inﬂuence of literature and
cultural studies, rather than history. I entered a new institution at PhD level,
which oﬀered an American studies undergraduate programme, but at a post-
graduate and faculty level I gravitated around a US history cluster within a
wider history department. When I began teaching elsewhere, I discovered a
further, but presumably more common, structure: oﬀering modules in
American history, but no American studies degree programme or department.
The shift to “more traditional” history departments was certainly a transition
for me, both intellectually and personally.
Most importantly, there were no women working in American history at
any of the three institutions employing me on hourly or sessional contracts.
Even the one female colleague from my PhD institution had moved elsewhere.
I jested that WASN was a desperate attempt to make female friends, but there
was some truth to my jokes. I felt strongly that several of my experiences in
teaching had been marked by sexism, and yet there were no women for me
to turn to, even informally, about these concerns. Establishing WASN was
therefore crucial for isolated women like me, and I relished the opportunity
to help to launch it. However, I am also aware that while WASN primarily
works for those of us already engaged in postgraduate study or pursuing
careers in academia, there is important work to do amongst undergraduates
and in schools.
Visibility for young women is an obvious concern. HESA data show that 
percent of students taking their ﬁrst undergraduate and/or postgraduate
taught degrees in history and/or philosophy in the – academic year
were female. However, male candidates made up  percent of doctoral
researchers,  percent of academic staﬀ, and  percent of professors in
those same disciplines. Many female historians lack institutional role
 HESA, HE Student Data, “What Do HE Students Study? HE Student Enrolments
(Including on AP Designated Courses) by Subject Area and Sex /,” at www.hesa.
ac.uk/data-and-analysis/students/what-study, accessed  March . It is important to
note that while the percentage of female professors is woefully low across British academia,
history is actually worse than the general average in this regard. See Higher Education Staﬀ
Statistics: UK, /, Figure , academic staﬀ (excluding atypical) by employment con-
ditions, at www.hesa.ac.uk/news/--/sfr-higher-education-staﬀ-statistics, accessed
 March .
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models, i.e. women working in their ﬁeld of history at their university who
show that an academic career is possible. This can be especially disheartening
for women juggling precarious contracts and personal responsibilities, wonder-
ing if there is a permanent job at the end of the tunnel.
There are also obvious problems surrounding child care and academic
culture. While these issues aﬀect all parents in the sector, the burden (still)
largely falls on women. Female interviewees for the Royal Historical
Society’s report on Gender Equality and Historians complained that mater-
nity leave is often not taken into account when candidates are considered
for promotion, with some explicitly advised that it would hold them back.
Perhaps more pervasive are the informal requirements of an academic
career: aggressive pressure to publish and/or secure grants whilst already
working overtime, attendance at conferences over weekends and school holi-
days, and a drinking culture that sees friendships and allegiances formed in
exclusionary environments. For many women with children, the uncertain
nature of short-term contracts is understandably unthinkable. For others,
the question whether to even have children is often on hold indeﬁnitely.
The ﬁnancial and geographical uncertainty of short-term contracts – having
to be able to take work anywhere and for limited time periods, or to cobble
together an existence across multiple locations – makes starting a family com-
pletely impossible for those without considerable ﬁnancial support from a
partner or family members. It also requires an at least temporary, but often
full, withdrawal from academic employment, meaning fewer women securing
full-time lecturing or research positions.
These issues of visibility aﬀect male and female undergraduates, and, in par-
ticular, their perception of what makes a US historian. This can be especially
important for teaching fellows, many of whom are recruited at the last minute
to cover existing faculty illness or research leave. Given that men outnumber
women in senior academic roles, it is highly probable that teaching fellows
and other precarious staﬀ are replacing male colleagues, as I have always
done. While I accept that all newly minted PhDs probably face some feelings
of anxiety and inexperience when establishing themselves as lecturers, the
hurdles are considerably greater for young women. Research indicates that stu-
dents judge female teachers more harshly, and that it is harder for women to be
accepted as knowledgeable. These problems are likely to be magniﬁed when a
young woman is perceived to be “standing in” for a senior male colleague.
 Royal Historical Society, Gender Equality and Historians in UK Higher Education, Jan. ,
at https://royalhistsoc.org/wp-content/uploads///RHSGenderEqualityReport-Jan-.
pdf, , accessed  June .
 See JoAnn Miller and Marilyn Chamberlin, “Women Are Teachers, Men Are Professors: A
Study of Student Perceptions,” Teaching Sociology,  (Oct. ), –; Lillian MacNell,
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The only issues I have ever had with students have been as the result of male
students protesting their grades, and therefore my marking. I have received
aggressive emails from male undergraduates questioning “my personal
marking style” and been copied in to emails in which students attempt to
undermine me to (male) heads of department and demand that another
member of staﬀ “oversee” my grading decisions. On all of these occasions,
the coursework in question had, of course, already been second-marked or
moderated by senior (male) colleagues, and so, in retrospect, it was easy for
department heads to dismiss these inappropriate student demands. But, as a
teaching fellow on a year-long, semester-long, or even hourly paid contract,
it is rarely clear that the department will take your side or support you. You
are in a precarious position and may not know anyone in your department per-
sonally, while fee-paying undergraduates are perceived to have a lot of power. I
certainly felt considerable anxiety in the wake of these interactions with stu-
dents – not because I doubted my academic judgement on their assignments,
but because I had no idea what the departmental response would be. In my
experience, teaching fellows rarely live in the cities they are working in, and
are seldom invited to participate in departmental proceedings or social occa-
sions. While many senior colleagues see this as protecting their junior com-
rades from a ballooning bureaucracy, it can leave teaching fellows feeling
isolated, as if they occupy a liminal space between student and staﬀ. Many
have few, if any, interactions with their colleagues other than when marking
and moderation demands it. I write this not merely because it reﬂects my
experience, but in the hope that it encourages established staﬀ members to
reach out to teaching fellows and other adjunct teachers in their departments.
I am conﬁdent that even the smallest gesture or acknowledgement will be
appreciated.
Established colleagues also have a role to play in managing student expecta-
tions and behaviour. I have never seen or heard of any consequences for stu-
dents who disrespect members of staﬀ and question their academic integrity.
While their grades may not improve as a result of their outbursts, their dis-
respect, which many have advised me would never be directed at a man,
largely goes uncorrected and unpunished. An obvious strategy for combating
aggressive or disrespectful responses to female teaching staﬀ is to hire more
women, thus undermining the stereotype that US historians are male. But
there must also be steps that departments can take to highlight and combat
the unconscious bias that we know aﬀects student perceptions of lecturers,
Adam Driscoll and Andrea N. Hunt, “What’s in a Name: Exposing Gender Bias in Student
Ratings of Teaching,” Innovative Higher Education, ,  (Aug. ), –.
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whilst upholding and spotlighting the integrity and academic value of female
teaching staﬀ.
M EGAN HUNTUniversity of Edinburgh
“YOU CAN TEACH THIS, RIGHT?” MODULE DEVELOPMENT AS
A TEACHING FELLOW
One of ﬁrst things any PhD or early-career researcher (ECR) will encounter
shortly after they accept a temporary teaching position will be an old
module handbook with the instruction to “get it ready” before the start of
term. Frequently received before contracted hours start, these handbooks
can range from the most meticulous and detailed plans that helpfully map
out every lecture, seminar reading and question, to handbooks that provide
the vaguest blueprints of a course with a list of suggested readings, often not
digitized, and the encouraging message that “students really like this
course.” Whatever the state of the course you inherit, the labour that you
are required to provide is the same. Often, and at very short notice, you are
expected to be on the front line of university teaching, standing in front of
a group of students who may or may not ask you where the “real lecturer” is.
To an extent, this is what we signed up for. By accepting a teaching-fellow
position, we understood all too clearly that our job was to teach long hours on
a variety of courses frequently outside our own expertise. And, as with any job,
there are positives and negatives. I left the experience feeling like I was a better,
if more exhausted, researcher and teacher. Luckily the institution I worked for
did an outstanding job of supporting me during my time, but I know quite
clearly from huddled conference conversations between ECR colleagues and
friends that this experience is far from universal. With this in mind, the
purpose of my portion of this roundtable is to oﬀer some advice, as best
I can, to those about to embark on, or who are in the middle of, a temporary
teaching fellowship. Since others have oﬀered excellent advice on the personal
and political aspects of teaching fellowships, I thought it would be beneﬁcial to
write about the tasks that most of us will face on a day-to-day basis – module
design and course development – as well as the three most important aspects
that shaped my experience as a teaching fellow: time management, life in the
classroom, and how your time as a teaching fellow can also support your
research.
First, and as I write this way past the deadline, let us discuss time manage-
ment. How to eﬀectively manage and organize your time may sound like the
title of an overly optimistic self-help guide, but for many teaching fellows this
 Roundtable
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will be the biggest issue we face. Out of all the aspects of being a teaching
fellow, making sure your working days do not extend into working weekends
will be a persistent problem. During my time as a teaching fellow, I was encour-
aged to take on everything from ﬁrst-year survey course lectures to specialist
postgraduate seminars, supervising dissertations, providing personal tutor ses-
sions, and leading essay-writing workshops. From someone who is fresh out of
their PhD, the step up in responsibility and demands on your labour is con-
siderable. However, what many do not anticipate is all the “extra work”
that suddenly appears on your timetable. From open days on weekends to
training workshops on your research day, and the inevitable post-teaching
pub trips to complain about it all. While work loading is a concern at every
level of academic employment, the burden on teaching fellows is especially
notable, as the temporary nature of their contracts, coupled with the often
increasing teaching hours they are committed to, results in a constant
erasure of what little free time they have. Teaching fellows will see the free
time they had scheduled to ﬁnish writing that lecture disappear, or a couple
of free hours to write an article or book proposal vanish. While it might
seem that working a seven-day week is a depressing inevitability, and that
train carriages will become your mobile oﬃce, there are things we can all do
as ECRs to help ease the burden. The most obvious example is sharing teach-
ing material between ourselves. I know that for some the idea of sharing
seminar plans might feel alien. After all, why should you share your intellectual
work? But I also know all too clearly that I have beneﬁted from the advice and
experience of my fellow ECRs.
Being able to run a seminar plan past someone, to ask for help on what
reading went down well for a particular topic you might not be familiar
with, or ﬁnding out what seminar exercise worked well and, more critically,
what did not, are incredibly valuable. As teaching fellows, we do not have
the years of material and lecture slides gathered from a course running for
ten years and must therefore constantly generate a lot of material afresh.
The eﬀort to come up with yet another “creative and exciting” seminar
plan can be tough. Yet ﬁnding out that another ECR has just run an
amazing session on Reconstruction can free up an hour that is sorely
needed. Recently, Twitter has become a great source of advice as ECRs
happily share advice or suggestions on reading for certain weeks. The
problem is that most of this advice is informal in nature. Other contributors
to this roundtable write all too clearly about the precarious nature of teaching
fellowships. Yet the sort of support ECRs oﬀer each other on social media can
be readily supported by organizations such as the BAAS through the provision
of spaces for ECRs and PhDs to meet at major conferences.
Furthermore, the establishment of mentor schemes can provide another
level of support from those academics who have been in the system for a
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while and know exactly how it works. On the topic of mentorship, the support
that senior academics can oﬀer teaching fellows is vitally important. Joining a
university as a teaching fellow and getting used to all the administration pro-
cesses can be a surprisingly diﬃcult experience. Not only is time taken up in
the classroom, but you must also get used to a range of obtuse systems very
quickly. Being able to sit and have a coﬀee and ask honestly and openly
how exactly to prepare for an open day, how the external examination
system works, or what an acronym used in group email means, saves a huge
amount of time.
Second, and as most teaching fellows already know, the majority of our time
is spent developing our skills in the classroom. This should not be sold short on
CVs or in interviews. When it comes to teaching, we all have diﬀerent
methods, but one of the strongest aspects of the experience is that teaching
fellows on the whole tend to hone skills that allow them to empathize easily
with students, give stellar lectures, and run strong seminars, a fact which is
often reﬂected in module evaluations. As a teaching fellow, you will often
be in the company of experienced and skilled lecturers and being able to sit
in and observe their classes is an incredibly useful experience that should be
taken up. While it may also seem daunting, asking someone to observe your
teaching is equally important. This feedback is notable considering that
Higher Education Academy (HEA) accreditation is now an increasingly
important part of Teaching Excellence Framework and job applications.
Having a senior academic able to write feedback on your teaching practice
is a critical part of the HEA accreditation at both associate and fellow
levels. Being able to end a contract as a teaching fellow with HEA qualiﬁcation
in hand is important, and if you are not sure how your institution approaches
HEA accreditation, make sure to ask.
Third, being a teaching fellow often means taking on course design for the
ﬁrst time, planning assessments and generally overseeing the daily operations of
a course in a way most of us are not used to. Getting a library induction to
familiarize yourself with the resources held by your institution should be the
ﬁrst thing you do after accepting the job. Of course, things will go wrong.
Reading material will suddenly disappear from the library. You might be
thrown into a classroom teaching something you have not thought about
since your time as an undergraduate. Or the speakers in the lecture room
will give up, meaning that the perfect Bruce Springsteen song you planned
to play as you started the lecture on Reagan will no longer work, prompting
you to do an out-of-tune rendition. Sharing stories about what went wrong
with other ECRs is an important part of the teaching-fellow experience.
Keeping in contact with colleagues both inside and outside the institution is
vital in helping you keep things in perspective. Unfortunately, the community
of teaching fellowships on temporary contracts is growing all the time. And
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while we should do everything we can to end the casualization of academic
contracts, there is a strong sense of solidarity among the ECR community.
Finally, we need to discuss one of the major concerns of teaching fellows:
balancing research with teaching. There is no easy answer to this. To
conduct any meaningful research as a teaching fellow is diﬃcult, if not impos-
sible. While I know this is the same for senior academics during the teaching
year, the diﬀerence is that teaching fellows end the year facing the daunting
prospect of applying for a job based on our research output. During my teach-
ing fellowship, I was in the position of having my viva in the last week of a long
term of teaching just before Christmas. Having to read over my thesis while
preparing for a seminar posed a unique set of problems. However, it is all
too easy to forget that the departments teaching fellows work in are research
hubs, with reading groups and research clusters that provide important spaces
for sharing ideas and asking for feedback. Asking senior academics to read over
the article you have been drafting or the book proposal that’s nearly but not
quite ﬁnished should be encouraged by the institutions that teaching fellows
work in. If your institution runs a speaker series, going along for the dinner
afterwards is a great way to meet other academics without having to worry
about the time or expense of attending a conference. When it comes to teach-
ing, students, especially those in their later years of study, are an inﬁnite source
of research inspiration, especially when they ask a question in a way you
haven’t thought about before. If oﬀered the opportunity to supervise disserta-
tions, you should take it. Having a student work on a topic closely related to
your own oﬀers up a host of opportunities for you to revisit old texts, archives
and debates you haven’t looked at for a while.
The message to take away from this is that while my time as a teaching
fellow was incredibly important it was also a time of stress and uncertainty.
For many teaching fellows, there is no real opportunity to produce an
output ready for the REF. Of course, this is far from an ideal solution. The
simple fact remains that teaching fellows will always be at the mercy of both
the REF and their temporary contracts. The question that followed me
through most of my time as a teaching fellow, often asked from an enthusiastic
student who had just ﬁnished a seminar they loved, was “What are you teach-
ing next year?” I was asked this time and time again. My response was always a
mumbled “I’m not sure.” When I talk to other ECRs, I always get the sense
that despite the outstanding job we do in the classroom, the year itself is over-
shadowed by the prospect of unemployment and uncertainty. Often it is the
overworked and vastly underpaid teaching fellows and postgraduate teaching
assistants who are keeping the teaching in a department aﬂoat. They deserve
all the support they can get.
TOM B I SHO PUniversity of Lincoln
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WHAT IS THE VALUE OF A TEACHING FELLOWSHIP?
Faculty at every institution I have worked for have always told me the same
story: “we don’t like temporary contracts.” Without exception, colleagues
and acquaintances decry unpaid summers, . full-time equivalent contracts
and overloaded teaching schedules. All assure me that – where the powers
that be allow – they always hire to permanent positions. They tell me that
they only hire to short-term positions when circumstances dictate; they do
not choose to exploit early-career researchers (ECRs). No one has ever sug-
gested to me that the creeping trend of casualization is positive, or that it is
anything but detrimental to higher education.
When I began my ﬁrst teaching fellowship, I found this narrative comfort-
ing. I believed that higher education as a sector was working towards bridging
the employment gap for ECRs. For better or worse, I have become jaded in the
intervening years. When I hear it today, I ﬁnd remarks of this sort either infuri-
ating, irritating or deﬂating, depending on how much energy I have for outrage
on each particular occasion. I have learned that these statements do not mean
that an institution is actively addressing the issue of casualization; they also do
not always mean that colleagues actually recognize or understand the unique,
important and relevant work that teaching fellows actually do, or the condi-
tions under which they do it. What this narrative really means, to the ECR
at least, is little more than lip service primarily designed to comfort the
speaker, not the recipient.
Teaching fellowships are a necessary element of the academic landscape.
Buy-outs, study leave, parental leave and long-term sickness must be
covered, and often oﬀer a welcome opportunity for ECRs to join a department
and develop their teaching and administrative skills. Yet this form of contract
is also now increasingly being used to cover “ordinary” teaching cheaply in
departments where there simply aren’t enough staﬀ available; again, in
many ways this is a positive development for ECRs as under these circum-
stances there is more opportunity for “ownership” of courses and an increased
likelihood of longer contracts or yearly “extensions,” as no one is expected to
return to the role.
It is no secret that teaching fellows can often be underpaid and overworked.
I’m not going to focus on that here. I’m more concerned with the perceived
value of working as a teaching fellow. How do today’s teaching fellows turn
their temporary existence into a permanent contract? The answer is relatively
simple: they can’t. Permanent contracts are predicated on publication records,
 Some % of teaching staﬀ are on ﬁxed-term contracts. Ana Lopes and Indra Angeli Dewan,
“Precarious Pedagogies? The Impact of Casual and Zero-Hour Contracts in Higher
Education,” Journal of Feminist Scholarship, – (Fall –Spring ), –, .
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and research and publication do not form a part of the modern teaching
fellowship. As Lopes and Dewan noted in , “the teaching experience
casualized staﬀ amass is of limited value in terms of career progression,
and … undertaking research and publications are the main route to securing
long-term and permanent positions.” More recently, an “Anonymous
Academic” testiﬁed in The Guardian that, “seeing how it all works, I have
now become more certain of an earlier suspicion: academia is a hustle and
most graduate students and ﬁxed-term contractors are getting played.”
There is a disconnect between the jobs the academy expects – and
needs – ECRs to “apprentice” in post-PhD, and the jobs they then move
into. Of course, teaching experience is taken into account by hiring panels,
but only after candidates’ publication records have been scrutinized – a
pursuit that forms precisely no part of the “stepping-stone”; a pursuit that
is often almost entirely unachievable whilst working as a teaching fellow.
The heavy teaching and administrative loads associated with teaching fel-
lowships preclude ECRs from making signiﬁcant progress with their research.
There is no workload allocation for research and often no money available for
research trips or conferences. Where a position is shorter than two years, or
demands an unrealistic teaching load that takes over evenings and weekends
for the duration of the contract, spending meaningful time on academic
research is a pipe dream. If an academic has caring responsibilities, a second
job, or a health issue, the same applies. Positions are also often too transient
to allow for the development of meaningful mentoring relationships with
senior academics that could help ECRs navigate this complicated landscape;
this problem is compounded for women and academics of colour.
Universities continue to expect teaching staﬀ to apply for permanent posi-
tions with research proﬁles that they refuse to oﬀer support for or help pay to
develop. This issue can be particularly disheartening to teaching fellows who
have worked in the same institution for two or three (or four or ﬁve …)
years – the regular renewals of their temporary contracts an endorsement of
their ability – only to see their post ﬁnally be made permanent and given to
someone with a publication record that they could not have hoped to
develop because they were busy doing the job the institution paid them to do.
 Ibid., . For further information see Kimberley Peters and Jennifer Turner, “Fixed-Term
and Temporary: Teaching Fellows, Tactics, and the Negotiation of Contingent Labour in
the UK Higher Education System,” Environment and Planning A: Economy and Space, ,
 (), ; Academics Anonymous, “I Just Got a Permanent Academic Job, but I’mNot
Celebrating,” The Guardian,  June .
 Academics Anonymous, “I Just Got a Permanent Academic Job.”
 “I’ve watched brilliant friends be employed for two or three consecutive years with demand-
ing teaching loads … only to be dropped for someone else with a more illustrious
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The candidate hired should always be the best candidate for the job – hiring
practices that arbitrarily favour internal candidates beneﬁt neither institution
nor academic. How can departments be sure that they are hiring the “best can-
didates,” however, when the metric utilized to determine who that is is woe-
fully out of date. Research output is disproportionately valued over teaching
excellence, thus incumbent teaching fellows are prevented from using their
hard work, and their dedication to and success in the post they were hired
to perform, as currency for moving up the ladder. At most institutions, teach-
ing fellowships oﬀer no direct pathway to permanent employment; they are
merely perceived as a mechanism through which to make money whilst
working on one’s research – their “real” job – in the dead of night. In order
to really make a diﬀerence to the lot of the teaching fellow, however, the
number of permanent positions based on teaching ability and experience
must be increased.
Teaching fellows have earned PhDs, and likely have some research available
to demonstrate their abilities, thus an unachievable record of publication does
not need to be a necessity for entry-level academic posts. Probation periods also
oﬀer institutions a safety net. Furthermore, permanent teaching-only posts,
which are rare in HE and even more so within Russell Group institutions,
need not be a dirty word. Such posts would enable young staﬀ members to
commit to their position without having to worry about ﬁnding and compet-
ing for the next contract, about whether they are being paid over the summer,
or whether they have the strength of mind to up-sticks and start all over in
another city, on another campus, with another roommate, again. They also
oﬀer signiﬁcant beneﬁts to departments, easier and longer-term planning for
workload allocations, continuity, training opportunities, the chance to invest
in the development of the next generation of academic staﬀ. Such a shift
may even increase retention and ﬂexibility and oﬀer a variety of pathways
for both new and established academic staﬀ and contribute to a wider conver-
sation over what academia should look like, and what it is for. More teaching-
only or teaching-focussed positions in HE will enable teaching fellows to
convert the years they spend developing into truly superb examples of peda-
gogical excellence into meaningful and mutually beneﬁcial permanent employ-
ment. Better and more ﬂexible promotion criteria could also allow them to
transition into research-active members of staﬀ further down the line.
These ideas are not mythical, however, but are based on my own experiences
at my current Russell Group institution, where hiring practices are being pro-
actively altered in order to adapt to the changing landscape. In the past year,
publication record.” Academics Anonymous, “Enough of Exploiting Academics, Now Pay
Us Fairly,” The Guardian,  July .
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two teaching fellows have been hired to permanent teaching-only roles based
on their demonstrable record of teaching excellence within the institution.
They are not the ﬁrst to be hired on this basis. There is also a clearly delineated
process for promotion from senior teaching fellow to associate professor,
should those on such contracts wish to pursue a more research-active role in
the future.
Permanent lecturing staﬀ, without exception, are the success stories. Thus
many could be forgiven for believing that the current situation is workable
and even survivable without seemingly “radical” shifts in the makeup of
HE. Our current situation tells a diﬀerent story, however. The ability to
inspire a class should not be considered a second-rate skill; researchers with
little demonstrable teaching experience should never be hired to positions
that require them to teach; the discovery of knowledge should not be valued
more highly than its dissemination, as both are equally vital to the lifeblood
of our sector.
I love being a teaching fellow and am proud of my achievements in the roles
that I have held. Teaching matters, and it should matter more to HE.
R E B E CCA S TON EUniversity of Warwick
AMERICAN STUDIES IN PRECARIOUS TIMES: REFLECTIONS ON
THE TEACHING-FELLOW EXPERIENCE
To read the smart, eloquent, often pained reﬂections of the young
Americanists on the roundtable – indeed, to listen to them in person, as I
did at HOTCUS  – is to dissolve any illusion that the humanities in
British academia embody a model community of liberal solidarity and egalitar-
ianism. It clearly does not feel like such a community to those seeking to enter
it, to the point that I began to wonder why anyone now would try. Is this really
a career that you would recommend to the child of your best friend? At the
same time, it is heartening that bright, committed people still look at the
work that humanities scholars do and perceive enough opportunity to make
a diﬀerence in the world that they persevere through seasons of precarity,
some short, some long, in the hope of securing that opportunity for them-
selves. These days, an academic career brings only modest economic rewards
and not much in the way of social status; what make the job worthwhile
are the intrinsic satisfactions of teaching well, producing signiﬁcant new
knowledge through research, and participating in the constructive, creative,
critical exchange of ideas with others who take ideas seriously. But, for
many accomplished young scholars, as the roundtable indicates, the path to
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such satisfactions seems increasingly convoluted and hazardous, disﬁgured by
road signs misdirecting them down blind alleys or along twisting detours, pro-
gress stalled by periods of exploitative labour or no labour at all, exhaustion and
anxiety mounting as other wayfarers crowd the route, the ﬁnal destination
receding all the time.
The broader causes of such precarity are well understood. In particular, the
decision of the British government to remove admissions caps on individual
universities from – has made it much harder for academic departments
to be conﬁdent that their roster of established full-time staﬀ will consistently
match actual student numbers year after year. Across the sector, the awareness
that the outcomes of annual admissions rounds can be prone to signiﬁcant
ﬂuctuations has encouraged a conservative, short-term approach to investing
in staﬀ, with recourse to temporary and/or fractional teaching contracts in
seasons of plenty rather than to permanent appointments, limiting liabilities
should future harvests fail. But though this is a national trend, it appears to
have had unusually marked eﬀects within the ﬁeld of American history. As
a recent comprehensive survey conducted by HOTCUS, BrANCH and
BGEAH revealed, casualization and underemployment are common experi-
ences amongst British-based scholars of the United States. A quarter of the
 respondents to the survey were in the position of having ﬁnished their
PhD without having yet secured a permanent, full-time academic appoint-
ment. American history – as a ﬁeld popular with undergraduates – may be
especially subject to casualized employment positions: departments with
restricted resources know that, in this ﬁeld more than most others, they can
maximize the returns on short-term fractional hires. So young Americanist
scholars may have a better than average chance of acquiring teaching experi-
ence, but the opportunities frequently made available to them generally oﬀer
something less than a golden ticket to a permanent academic post. The teach-
ing fellow, in most cases, is not being paid to conduct research; if the doctoral
thesis is to be converted into a book, it must be done in the fellow’s own time,
whatever meagre ration of that remains after classes have been prepared and
the grading of coursework has been completed.
What, then, can scholars more established in this ﬁeld do to improve the
conditions of labour for those just starting out? Expressions of regret
tumble easily from our tongues, almost always with the intention of pinning
responsibility on forces and actors other than ourselves. We will point, not
without some reason, to powerful institutional pressures encouraging austerity.
Many of us in senior managerial roles will know that a pared-down business
case for an hourly paid tutor, or term-time teaching fellowship, is more
likely to survive the scrutiny of the faculty accountant than one requesting a
year-long lecturership with a  percent allowance for research. We sign our
name to that business case not because we are indiﬀerent to the state of
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wearied subsistence in which it will conﬁne the person appointed, because on
the whole we are not. But it still represents the path of least resistance: the costs
of such positions fall disproportionately on the appointee, not on us or our
institution.
One potential solution, then, would be for members of organizations
working in the ﬁeld to encourage a rebalancing of those costs and of the dis-
tribution of power between potential candidates and institutions. Universities
are deeply allergic to reputational damage, particularly in the era of TEF,
where – one assumes – an institution would ﬁnd it harder to convince
Oﬃce for Students assessors of the claim that it is investing in teaching excel-
lence when it is widely known to rely on short-term, high-turnover, fractional
contracts. An advertisement for an academic post placed by an institution is
advertising the institution as well as the post. It is not unreasonable to
expect that those reading the advertisement – and the contractual provisions
speciﬁed therein – would regard it as expressive of the institution’s values.
Some universities have already been embarrassed by the attention that social
media has directed towards their eﬀorts to recruit new tutors on rather less
than optimal terms.
But any strategy on the part of our learned societies to inﬂuence the employ-
ment practices of academic institutions should encompass more than sporadic
twitter ﬂamings, which are not famed for their power to change the world.
Inspired in part by the perspectives presented on the roundtable,
HOTCUS – for example – has adopted a TEF-inspired Job Excellence
Framework, incorporating gold, silver and bronze standards for advertised
employment opportunities in its ﬁeld. All jobs advertised through the organi-
zation’s network will now include a key, indicating whether the position is
permanent or temporary, full- or part-time, involves administrative responsi-
bilities, and provides access to mentoring and funding for research. The
HOTCUS website will indicate what sort of conditions – a full-time perma-
nent contract, with clearly deﬁned workloads and beneﬁts – would constitute
a gold-standard employment opportunity; ditto silver and bronze. The bronze
category articulates the minimum acceptable conditions for short-term – often
fractional – posts, recognizing that such appointments are sometimes unavoid-
able and can oﬀer some useful early experience in the classroom to those
seeking to enhance their academic CVs. These conditions are likely to
include allowances for preparation, marking, and travel and a time-eﬃcient
teaching schedule. HOTCUS will not circulate advertisements for positions
that obviously fall below the bronze standard. The key will ﬂag any signiﬁcant
ambiguities in the advertisements, enabling candidates to seek clariﬁcation
from the employing institution during the hiring process, prior to signing a
contract. Through this system, early-career researchers and teaching fellows
might more easily identify which employment conditions are reasonable and
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which are not and be empowered to negotiate enhancements in instances on
the margin. But it might also empower those academic managers writing up
business cases for new appointments to set their face against the chill currents
of austerity. Here would be an alternative, more generous set of norms to cite
in the business case; here too would be corroboration that anything less gen-
erous would markedly shrink the candidate ﬁeld.
The survey conducted by HOTCUS, BrANCH and BGEAH indicated
that women and members of minority ethnic groups are underrepresented
within the ﬁeld of US history in the UK, as measured against their presence
in the UK population and, in the case of women, the broader historical pro-
fession. There are many reasons for such underrepresentation, but the perva-
siveness of precarity may be a signiﬁcant part of the mix. The logistical,
material and psychological pressures that accompany extended seasons of
short-term, part-time work will rub with particular force against those who
have caring commitments, who cannot draw upon ﬁnancial support from
parents and partners with means, who lack access to mentors and role
models with experience of negotiating similar challenges to ﬁnd a secure
home in the ﬁeld. We can’t satisfy the need for progress on gender and
racial inclusion without also addressing the problem of precarity. But it is
also in everyone’s interest, however far their feet stretch under the table, to
take the problem seriously. Precarity is contagious; it may make life diﬃcult
and unpleasant for many more than just its original victims, by subverting
established norms for all tiers of academic employment, dissolving relations
of trust between diﬀerent generations of scholars, and guttering with the
rank breath of bad faith the candle of communication, empathy and hope
that the humanities is commissioned to keep alive in the world. How we
treat those immediately around us – in our professional lives, our students
and early-career colleagues as well as our more established peers – is a pretty
good measure of who we are and how well we embody the change we want
to see. This roundtable serves notice that we are not currently measuring up.
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